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Core And Periphery A Comprehensive Approach To
Middle Eastern Water
In this new work, Pascariu and Duarte, along with an international group of
acclaimed scholars, delve into key challenges currently facing the European
Union. They Analyze the effect of peripherality across the EU regions which will
be of great interest to those countries and regions facing a process of integration
After President Trump’s election, BREXIT and the widespread rise of far-Right
political parties, much public discussion has intensely focused on populism and
authoritarianism. In the middle of the twentieth century, members of the early
Frankfurt School prolifically studied and theorized fascism and anti-Semitism in
Germany and the United States. In this volume, leading European and American
scholars apply insights from the early Frankfurt School to present-day
authoritarian populism, including the Trump phenomenon and related
developments across the globe. Chapters are arranged into three sections
exploring different aspects of the topic: theories, historical foundations, and
manifestations via social media. Contributions examine the vital political,
psychological and anthropological theories of early Frankfurt School thinkers, and
how their insights could be applied now amidst the insecurities and confusions of
twenty-first century life. The many theorists considered include Adorno, Fromm,
Löwenthal and Marcuse, alongside analysis of Austrian Facebook pages and
Trump’s tweets and operatic media drama. This book is a major contribution
towards deeper understanding of populism’s resurgence in the age of digital
capitalism.
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BYNC-ND) open access license. This text aims to fill a gap in the field of Middle
Eastern political studies by combining international relations theory with concrete
case studies. It begins with an overview of the rules and features of the Middle
East regional system—the arena in which the local states, including Egypt,
Turkey, Iran, Israel and the Arab states of Syria, Jordan and Iraq, operate. The
book goes on to analyse foreign-policy-making in key states, illustrating how
systemic determinants constrain this policy-making, and how these constraints
are dealt with in distinctive ways depending on the particular domestic features of
the individual states. Finally, it goes on to look at the outcomes of state policies
by examining several major conflicts including the Arab-Israeli conflict and the
Gulf War, and the system of regional alignment. The study assesses the impact
of international penetration in the region, including the historic reasons behind the
formation of the regional state system. It also analyses the continued role of
external great powers, such as the United States and the former Soviet Union,
and explains the process by which the region has become incorporated into the
global capitalist market.
This book contains key research in the developing field of geolinguistics. It
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examines the main relationships in the study of language and territory, namely
the social context of linguistic communities, the principles and methods of
geolinguistic and the translation of these principles into government action and
policy in multilingual societies.
This book reveals how poets within the U.S. multi-ethnic avant-garde give up the
goal of narrating one comprehensive, rooted view of cultural reality in favour of
constructing coherent accounts of relational, local selves and worlds.
A John Hope Franklin Center Book.
"This lively account of the influence of Persian history on the Hebrew Scriptures,
and the people whose faith they express, places the emphasis exactly where it
belongs. . . . this {is a} clear introduction . . . to the period, the time when a
surprising amount of the Bible was written, but also to the issues of method that
any serious study of the Bible must address".--Robert B. Coote, San Francisco
Theological Seminary
Central Europe is a paradox. On the one hand it is the heart of Europe, a region still full
of the literature, classical music and high culture of the 19th-century; and on the other it
is a remnant of the Soviet Empire, economically devastated and socially crippled by
decades of Communist Party rule. Leading historians, specialists in art and literature,
economists and political scientists from East and West present a stock-taking ten years
after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the bad old days. This multi-faceted
picture of a complicated region at the turn of the century is explained by Russian and
German commentators with a view from Moscow and Bonn. From contemporary
security issues to the prospects for European Union expansion to the deep cultural and
historical roots of the countries of the region, this volume of essays will improve your
knowledge and understanding.
The global financial crisis has reignited interest in models of crisis prediction. It has also
raised the question whether financial connectedness - a possible source of systemic
risk - can serve as an early warning indicator of crises. In this paper we examine the
ability of connectedness in the global network of financial linkages to predict systemic
banking crises. Our results indicate that increases in a country's financial
interconnectedness and decreases in its neighbors' connectedness are associated with
a higher probability of banking crises after controlling for macroeconomic fundamentals.
Archaeology of Urban America: The Search for Pattern and Process is composed of
three parts, namely, Strategies and Methods; Site Formation, Structure, and Pattern;
and Artifact Analysis and Interpretation. The Strategies and Methods section centers on
the general questions asked by urban archaeologists, as well as on the ways they
design their research to elucidate those questions. The Site Formation, Structure, and
Pattern section is generally comprised of chapters classified as ""test cases""
emphasizing the approaches, interpretation, and even direct extension of larger
research designs. Lastly, the Artifact Analysis and Interpretation section deals with
intersite and intrasite patterning of artifact assemblages, as well as with specific class of
artifacts. This material will help stimulate a dialogue among archaeologists who have
chosen the American city as their subject. This book will also be useful to urban
sociologists, economists, cultural anthropologists, and historians.
Comprehensive Nuclear Materials discusses the major classes of materials suitable for
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usage in nuclear fission, fusion reactors and high power accelerators, and for diverse
functions in fuels, cladding, moderator and control materials, structural, functional, and
waste materials. The work addresses the full panorama of contemporary international
research in nuclear materials, from Actinides to Zirconium alloys, from the worlds'
leading scientists and engineers. Critically reviews the major classes and functions of
materials, supporting the selection, assessment, validation and engineering of materials
in extreme nuclear environment Fully integrated with F-elements.net, a proprietary
database containing useful cross-referenced property data on the lanthanides and
actinides Details contemporary developments in numerical simulation, modelling,
experimentation, and computational analysis, for effective implementation in labs and
plants
This volume reviews the state of the field of world-systems analysis. World-systems
analysts study the structure of the relationships among people, organisations, and
states and how those relationships change over time.
With the advent of the Internet, and the resulting interconnection within a city and
among cities, internet innovation has led to a number of important applications in
economic and social fields, helping traditional industries upgrade and organizations
gain new core competencies, thereby engendering new business models and new
industries. This is what we refer to as the 'Internet Plus'. The 'Internet Plus' action plan
was first introduced by Premier Li Keqiang in his Government Work Report at the Third
Plenary Session of the 12th National People's Congress on March 5, 2015. This book
expounds how 'Internet Plus' plan transforms and influences traditional economy,
impacts technological and economic aspects of industries, extends its reach to people's
daily lives and creates more profound social implications. In addition, the authors put
forward constructive measures and suggestions for Shanghai to promote development
of the 'Internet Plus' era and to enhance the city's economic impact and service level as
a core city.
"A comprehensive and highly readable review of the conceptual underpinnings of
economic geography. Students and professional scholars alike will find it extremely
useful both as a reference manual and as an authoritative guide to the numerous
theoretical debates that characterize the field." - Allen J. Scott, University of California
"Guides readers skilfully through the rapidly changing field of economic geography...
The key concepts used to structure this narrative range from key actors and processes
within global economic change to a discussion of newer areas of research including
work on financialisation and consumption. The result is a highly readable synthesis of
contemporary debates within economic geography that is also sensitive to the history of
the sub-discipline." - Sarah Hall, University of Nottingham "The nice thing about this text
is that it is concise but with depth in its coverage. A must have for any library, and a
useful desk reference for any serious student of economic geography or political
economy." - Adam Dixon, Bristol University Organized around 20 short essays, Key
Concepts in Economic Geography provides a cutting edge introduction to the central
concepts that define contemporary research in economic geography. Involving detailed
and expansive discussions, the book includes: An introductory chapter providing a
succinct overview of the recent developments in the field. Over 20 key concept entries
with comprehensive explanations, definitions and evolutions of the subject. Extensive
pedagogic features that enhance understanding including figures, diagrams and further
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reading. An ideal companion text for upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate
students in economic geography, the book presents the key concepts in the discipline,
demonstrating their historical roots and contemporary applications to fully understand
the processes of economic change, regional growth and decline, globalization, and the
changing locations of firms and industries. Written by an internationally recognized set
of authors, the book is an essential addition to any geography student's library.
Balochistan offers some of the best assets for development. Balochistan is generously
bestowed with natural and locational resources. It possesses the largest land area of any
province of Pakistan, proving vast rangeland for goats, sheep, buffaloes, cattle, camels and
other livestock. Its southern border makes up about two thirds of the national coastline, giving
access to a large pool of fishery resources. As a frontier province, it is ideally situated for trade
with Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia and the Persian Gulf countries. Over the last four decades,
it supplied cheap natural gas to Pakistan's economic centers, supporting the country's
industrialization. This report offers an empirical analysis of provincial economic development
and the ways in which the provincial and federal governments, supported by donors, can help
to foster it. It is organized around three topics: the stock taking of economic outcomes over the
last decades; the Strategies for inclusive economic development of generating growth,
delivering services, and financing development in the future; and the instruments for today's
economic policies to bring about the required changes. The five main findings of the report are
as follows. First, there are good reasons to be optimistic about Balochistan's development.
Provincial and federal reforms, the synergies between Balochistan's and Pakistan's
development agenda in the areas of energy and trade, and the strong performance of the
national economy present a unique opportunity to move Balochistan from the periphery to the
core of economic development to the benefit of its people. Second, in order to overcome the
challenges that held back provincial development for many decades, Balochistan should
pursue a development agenda around generating growth, delivering services, and financing
development. This approach can make sure that Balochistan's development path is inclusive,
where the gains are shared across regions and population groups. Third, generating growth
requires leveraging Balochistan's resource and locational advantages, deepening its capacity
for value-addition, and strengthening the foundations for business activity. Fourth, delivering
services depends on improving the public administration, making devolution more effective and
scaling-up of basic services with innovative approaches involving the private sector and
communities. Finally, financing development relies on a prudent management of provincial
expenditures, strengthen...
Architecture of the Periphery in Chinese offers a comprehensive survey on the fine structure of
the sentence peripheral domain in Mandarin Chinese from a cartographic perspective.
Different functional projections hosting sentence-final particles, implicit operators and other
informational components are hierarchically ordered according to the "Subjectivity Scale
Constraint" functioning at syntax-discourse interface. Three questions will be essentially
addressed: What is the order? How to determine such an order? Why such an order? This
research not only gives a thorough examination of the peripheral elements in Chinese but also
improves the general understanding of the ordering issue in the left-periphery
crosslinguistically. This book is aimed at scholars interested in Chinese syntax or generative
syntax.
Technological innovation is fundamental to firm performance and economic prosperity. The
aim of this book is to contribute to an in-depth understanding of collective innovation processes
by analyzing publicly funded R&D cooperation and innovation networks in the German laser
industry. Standing in a neo-Schumpeterian tradition, it employs interdisciplinary analytical
concepts and draws upon a unique longitudinal dataset from the laser industry that covers
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more than two decades of observations. In brief, the book makes a valuable contribution by
exploring how and why firm-specific R&D cooperation activities and network positions, largescale network patterns, and evolutionary network change processes affect the innovative
performance of laser source manufacturers in Germany.
This book examines China’s relations with its weak peripheral states through the theoretical
lens of structural power and structural violence. China’s foreign policy concepts toward its
weak neighbouring states, such as the ‘One Belt, One Road’ strategy, are premised on the
assumption that economic exchange and a commitment to common development are the most
effective means of ensuring stability on its borders. This book, however, argues that China’s
overreliance on economic exchange as the basis for its bilateral relations contains inherently
self-defeating qualities that have contributed and can further contribute to instability and
insecurity within China’s periphery. Unequal economic exchange between China and its weak
neighbours results in Chinese influence over the state’s domestic institutions, what this book
refers to as ‘structural power’. Chinese structural power, in turn, can undermine the state’s
development, contribute to social unrest, and exacerbate existing state/society tensions—what
this book refers to as ‘structural violence’. For China, such outcomes lead to instability within
its peripheral environment and raise its vulnerability to security threats stemming from
nationalism, separatism, terrorism, transnational organised crime, and drug trafficking, among
others. This book explores the causality between China’s economically-reliant foreign policy
and insecurity in its weak peripheral states and considers the implications for China’s security
environment and foreign policy. This book will be of much interest to students of Chinese
politics, Asian security studies, international political economy and IR in general.
This book revisits the forgotten history of the 'European Dependency School' in the 1970s and
1980s, explores core-periphery relations in the European integration process and the crises of
the contemporary European Union from a dependency perspective, and draws lessons for
alternative development paths. Was disintegration of the European Union foretold? With the
benefit of hindsight, the critical analysis of the European integration process by researchers
from the 'European Dependency School' is most timely. The current framework of the
European Union seems to be haunted by issues that had been very familiar to the researchers
of the 'European Dependency School', such as a lack of a common and balanced industrial
policy. How do the situations compare? What lessons can be learnt for alternative
development policies in contemporary Europe? Weissenbacher tackles these issues, which
are of relevance to all interested in political economy, political science, development studies
and regional development.
This book demonstrates that Immanuel Wallerstein's reluctance to apply core and periphery to
precapitalist transformations is a product of the way he views the luxury trade. It utilizes the
study of different kinds of world-systems to explore how logics of social reproduction become
transformed.
Fundamentals of Brain Network Analysis is a comprehensive and accessible introduction to
methods for unraveling the extraordinary complexity of neuronal connectivity. From the
perspective of graph theory and network science, this book introduces, motivates and explains
techniques for modeling brain networks as graphs of nodes connected by edges, and covers a
diverse array of measures for quantifying their topological and spatial organization. It builds
intuition for key concepts and methods by illustrating how they can be practically applied in
diverse areas of neuroscience, ranging from the analysis of synaptic networks in the nematode
worm to the characterization of large-scale human brain networks constructed with magnetic
resonance imaging. This text is ideally suited to neuroscientists wanting to develop expertise in
the rapidly developing field of neural connectomics, and to physical and computational
scientists wanting to understand how these quantitative methods can be used to understand
brain organization. Extensively illustrated throughout by graphical representations of key
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mathematical concepts and their practical applications to analyses of nervous systems
Comprehensively covers graph theoretical analyses of structural and functional brain networks,
from microscopic to macroscopic scales, using examples based on a wide variety of
experimental methods in neuroscience Designed to inform and empower scientists at all levels
of experience, and from any specialist background, wanting to use modern methods of network
science to understand the organization of the brain

This paper investigates the emergence of polarisation patterns in the EU during
the last 60 years from a structuralist and complexity economics perspective.
Based on the results, feasible opportunities for EU policy-making, which aim to
counteract a tendency of polarization, are delineated. The study comprises of a
historical analysis of the politico-economic events during this time and a
complementary quantitative analysis of the European trade network. The results
suggest that trade in the Eurozone is unequal at the expense of the peripheries
and follows a pattern of "unequal technological exchange". The paper also
assesses the usefulness of country taxonomies such as 'cores' and 'peripheries'
for identifying the roots of polarization patterns. While it generally affirms the
relevance of structural dependencies, and confirms the epistemic usefulness of
country taxonomies, it also highlights three challenges - the challenges of
dynamics, of ambiguity and granularity - that any such taxonomy necessarily
faces, and which must be dealt with explicitly in any structuralist analysis using
such taxonomies.
Core and PeripheryA Comprehensive Approach to Middle Eastern WaterCore
and PeripheryA Comprehensive Approach to Middle Eastern WaterOxford
University Press, USA
In many European countries, the process of financialisation has been
exacerbated by the project of closer EU integration and accelerated as a result of
austerity policies introduced after the Euro crisis of 2010–2012. However, the
impact has been felt differently in core and peripheral countries. This book
examines the case of Portugal, and in particular the impact on its economy, work
and social reproduction. The book examines the recent evolution of the
Portuguese economy, of particular sectors and systems of social provision
(including finance, housing and water), labour relations and income distribution.
In doing so, it offers a comprehensive critical analysis of varied aspects of capital
accumulation and social reproduction in the country, which are crucial to
understand the effects of the official ‘bail-out’ of 2011 and associated austerity
adjustment program. The book shows how these have increasingly relied on
deteriorating pay and working conditions and households’ direct and indirect
engagement with the global financial system in new domains of social
reproduction. Through its exploration of the Portuguese case, the book presents
a general theoretical and methodological framework for the analysis of
financialisation processes in peripheral countries. This text is essential reading
for students and scholars of political economy, development, geography,
international relations and sociology with an interest in examining the uneven
mechanisms and impacts of global finance.
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Comprehensive Biomedical Physics is a new reference work that provides the
first point of entry to the literature for all scientists interested in biomedical
physics. It is of particularly use for graduate and postgraduate students in the
areas of medical biophysics. This Work is indispensable to all serious readers in
this interdisciplinary area where physics is applied in medicine and biology.
Written by leading scientists who have evaluated and summarized the most
important methods, principles, technologies and data within the field,
Comprehensive Biomedical Physics is a vital addition to the reference libraries of
those working within the areas of medical imaging, radiation sources, detectors,
biology, safety and therapy, physiology, and pharmacology as well as in the
treatment of different clinical conditions and bioinformatics. This Work will be
valuable to students working in all aspect of medical biophysics, including
medical imaging and biomedical radiation science and therapy, physiology,
pharmacology and treatment of clinical conditions and bioinformatics. The most
comprehensive work on biomedical physics ever published Covers one of the
fastest growing areas in the physical sciences, including interdisciplinary areas
ranging from advanced nuclear physics and quantum mechanics through
mathematics to molecular biology and medicine Contains 1800 illustrations, all in
full color
This book is devoted to taking a lead in establishing a multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary platform for exchanging fresh thinking in the field of strategic studies.
The book gathers invited reports from various prestigious scholars from home
and abroad. The aim of this book is threefold: firstly, to provide a comprehensive
overview of the emerging evolution in international and regional orders, as well
as the recent strategy adjustments among major world powers; secondly, to
discuss major strategic issues facing China, and to further propose the Chinese
wisdom and a Chinese strategic approach to sustaining peace and development,
and to reaching a benign international interaction between China and other
entities in the world, such as achieving cooperation and mutual benefits between
China and the world; thirdly, to investigate the key factors in enhancing China’s
domestic governance such as strengthening state political capacity, national
environmental governance, etc. The editorial group selected 10 high-quality
reports to disseminate the findings and promote future research collaboration in
this area. This timely book offers both theoretical insights and rigorous
quantitative method that impact China’s peaceful rise in the international arena.
From the 1980s onwards, Australia has seen an increase in peripheral forms of
employment such as casual employment. Unlike 'core' employment, which refers
to work that is ongoing and full-time, and which usually confers a range of legal
rights and protection, most peripheral employment is not ongoing or full-time and
has fewer, or no, entitlements. The core-periphery model suggests that because
of this, peripheral workers are likely to experience poorer health than core
workers. This thesis tests the core-periphery model by examining if casual
employment - the most common form of peripheral employment in Australia - is
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related to significantly different health outcomes than permanent employment. In
order to add to current knowledge, this thesis examines this relationship amongst
young, non-student workers only. This age-specific cohort is an important group
of workers to examine because they are largely over-represented in peripheral
forms of employment in Australia. Findings from the research are summarised in
four manuscripts, each of which has addressed a distinct research aim/s. Study
One addressed two aims. The first aim was to understand if young, non-student
casual workers were more likely to experience poorer health than young, nonstudent permanent workers or full-time students, using cross-sectional measures.
A second aim was to understand if the relationship between casual employment
and health was moderated by any individual-level variables (job insecurity, job
dissatisfaction, financial strain, low social support). The results found no evidence
of poor health outcomes in the casually employed group or that this relationship
was moderated by the aforementioned variables. The aim of Study Two was to
examine the associations between different periods of exposure to casual
employment and health outcomes. A three year longitudinal design was used to
measure four employment paths, each which was characterised by varying
periods of exposure to either casual or permanent employment in young, nonstudents. It was hypothesised that paths characterised by longer exposure to
casual employment would result in the largest health deterioration over time. The
results did not support the hypothesis as longer periods of exposure to casual
employment were not found to be related to poorer health outcomes. It was
argued that this might be because young people working in casual employment
are at a stage-of-life where the flexibility, higher pay and skills training which is
often associated with casual arrangements, are considered beneficial. Study
Three aimed to understand if volition (voluntary or involuntary engagement in
casual employment) could more sensitively predict health outcomes in young,
non-student casual workers. This was approached within a 'relative deprivation'
framework, where involuntary casuals were assumed to experience poorer health
outcomes than voluntary casuals, or permanent employees, because of feelings
of deprivation (wanting core employment and feeling as though they deserved it).
However, casual employment was again found to be unrelated to health
outcomes, even when casual workers disclosed that they would prefer
permanent employment. Study Four interviewed 20 young, non-student casuals
and utilised qualitative analysis to understand how they appraised their work and
health. The findings indicated that young, casual workers experienced many of
the negative pressures outlined in research based on older populations; such as
underemployment, financial strain and feelings of powerlessness. However, most
respondents also identified some age-specific protective factors which they felt
helped them to cope with the negative pressures. These included living at home
and receiving financial support from their parents, as well as perceptions that
they would eventually find more secure and meaningful work in the future.
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periphery model, which suggests that core workers should experience better
health than peripheral workers. Instead, the quantitative findings indicated that
the health of young, non-student casuals is no different to the health of young,
non-student permanent workers. However, the qualitative study still identified
some of the negative pressures associated with casual employment and the
degree to which these factors led to poor health, predominantly stress. A brief
discussion of why the quantitative and qualitative results did not align, are
provided in the conclusion, along with some suggestions on how to regulate
casual employment in Australia so as to better protect worker health.
Water Is The Most Critical Resource For The Long-Term Sustainable
Development Of The Middle East. This Book Will Be Of Direct Interest To
Anyone Interested In The Management Of International Waters.
This book provides a state of the art collection of constructional research on
syntactic structures in German. The volume is unique in that it offers an easily
accessible, yet comprehensive and sophisticated variety of papers. Moreover,
various of the papers make explicit connections between grammatical
constructions and the concept of valency which has figured quite prominently in
Germanic Linguistics over the past half century.
British Columbia's forest economy is at a crucial crossroads. Its survival, Roger
Hayter argues, rests on its ability to remain flexible and open to innovation -- a
future by no means assured given recent policy initiatives and the current
contested nature of British Columbia's forests. Flexible Crossroads looks at the
contemporary restructuring of British Columbia's forest economy, demonstrating
how both resource dynamics -- the transition from old growth to managed forests
-- and industrial dynamics -- changing technology and global market forces -have shaped this transformation. Conceptually, the restructuring is portrayed as a
shift from a commodity-based, cost-minimizing production system (Fordism) to a
more product-differentiated, value-maximizing production system informed by the
imperative of flexibility.
The present book offers fresh insights into the description of ditransitive verbs
and their complementation in present-day English. In the theory-oriented first
part, a pluralist framework is developed on the basis of previous research that
integrates ditransitive verbs as lexical items with both the entirety of their
complementation patterns and the cognitive and semantic aspects of
ditransitivity. This approach is combined with modern corpus-linguistic
methodology in the present study, which draws on an exhaustive semi-automatic
analysis of all patterns of ditransitive verbs in the British component of the
International Corpus of English (ICE-GB) and also takes into account selected
data from the British National Corpus (BNC). In the second part of the study, the
complementation of ditransitive verbs (e.g. give, send) is analysed quantitatively
and qualitatively. Special emphasis is placed here on the identification of
significant principles of pattern selection, i.e. factors that lead language users to
prefer specific patterns over other patterns in given contexts (e.g. weight, focus,
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pattern flow in text, lexical constraints). In the last part, some general aspects of
a network-like, usage-based model of ditransitive verbs, their patterns and the
relevant principles of pattern selection are sketched out, thus bridging the gap
between the performance-related description of language use and a competencerelated model of language cognition.
This title was first published in 2003.Tayfur's theoretical approach to foreign
policy analysis is original and represents an extremely valuable addition to a field
which is under-theorised. It develops the World-System theory of Wallerstein and
Arrighi. In applying this theory to two case studies, Tayfur offers a detailed
account of the domestic and foreign policies of Greece and Spain after the
Second World War. He illuminates in particular their turn from a foreign policy
orientation towards the United States to a growing identification with, and
eventual integration into, the European Community. This original book is
pertinent to a range of contemporary debates and suitable to feature on the
reading lists of every course on foreign policy analysis and international political
theory. In addition, students of comparative politics, political transition and
Mediterranean studies, will find this book particularly useful.
Casas Grandes, or Paquimé, is one of the most important settlements in the
prehistoric North American Southwest. The largest and most complex community
in the Puebloan world, it was characterized by its principal excavator, Charles Di
Peso, as an outpost of the Toltec empire, which used it as a trade link between
Mesoamerican and southwestern cultures. Michael E. Whalen and Paul E. Minnis
have worked extensively in the Casas Grandes area and now offer new research
arguing that it was not as similar to the highly developed complex societies of
Mesoamerica as has been thought. In the first book of its kind in 25 years, the
authors analyze settlement pattern data from more than 300 communities in the
area surrounding Casas Grandes to show that its Medio period culture was a
local development. Whalen and Minnis propose that Casas Grandes lacked
extensive stratification, well-established decision-making hierarchies, and
formalized positions of authority. They suggest instead that emerging elites used
bribes, promises, and threats to build factions and extend their power. The
communities at the periphery are shown to have had varying levels of social and
economic interaction with Casas Grandes. This innovative study offers a new
model for the rise and fall of Casas Grandes that departs considerably from the
view most scholars have come to accept and will be of interest to all concerned
with the comparative study of emergent complexity. It clearly shows that the idea
of extensive regional centralization by Casas Grandes is no longer tenable and
merits reconsideration by the archaeological community.
This edited volume delves into the current state of Iron Age and Early Medieval
research in the North. Over the last two decades of archaeological explorations,
theoretical vanguards, and introduction of new methodological strategies,
together with a growing amount of critical studies in archaeology taking their
stance from a multidisciplinary perspective, have dramatically changed our
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understanding of Northern Iron Age societies. The profound effect of 6th century
climatic events on social structures in Northern Europe, a reintegration of written
sources and archaeological material, genetic and isotopic studies entirely
reinterpreting previously excavated grave material, are but a few examples of
such land winnings. The aim of this book is to provide an intense and cohesive
focus on the characteristics of contemporary Iron Age research; explored under
the subheadings of field and methodology, settlement and spatiality, text and
translation, and interaction and impact. Gathering the work of leading,
established researchers and field archaeologists based throughout northern
Europe and in the frontline of this new emerging image, this volume provides a
collective summary of our current understandings of the Iron Age and Early
Medieval Era in the North. It also facilitates a renewed interaction between
academia and the ever-growing field of infrastructural archaeology, by integrating
cutting edge fieldwork and developing field methods in the corpus of Iron Age
and Early Medieval studies. In this book, many hypotheses are pushed forward
from their expected outcomes, and analytical work is not afraid of taking risks,
thus advancing the field of Iron Age research, and also, hopefully, inspiring to a
continued creation of new knowledge.
These essays and documents analyse and prescribe solutions to the recent
troubles in BCs forest industry. Over the past fifteen years the industry has
become the centre of a storm of controversy. Environmental protests, aboriginal
land claims, reduced quota of allowable cuts, sweeping technological changes,
multinational involvement and changing global markets have all shaken the once
entrenched faith in BC's "green gold".In Part One, the authors look at the forest
as a specific physical environment, the site of disputes involving
environmentalists, First Nations Peoples, and the government. Empirical
assessment of BC's forest resource base is followed by discussions on therole of
government in setting the agenda for the various resource and land use conflicts
dogging the industry.Part Two deals with changes within the industry and in the
global context. The conflicting demands of new market trends and sustainable
development are discussed from several points of view. Important issues such as
the effects of free trade and increased multinational investment, the role of
research and development and technological change, are addressed.Part Three
melds ideas of sustainable growth and local economic development in single
industry communities in BC.This timely, provocative collection will help us
understand the forces of shaping the troubled landscape of British Columbia's
forests.
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